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THE UNIVERSITY ARMORY

THURSDAY, JUNE FOURTEENTH, AT TEN-THIRTY O'CLOCK
ORDER OF EXERCISES

OVERTURE—"Light Cavalry..................................................Suppe
FIRST REGIMENT BAND
JOHN P. ROSSITER, Director

SONG—"Hail, Minnesota"

Minnesota, hail to thee,
   Hail to thee, our College dear!
Thy light shall ever be
   A beacon bright and clear;
Thy sons and daughters true
   Will proclaim thee near and far;
They will guard thy fame;
   And adore thy name;
Thou shalt be their Northern Star.

Like the stream that bends to sea,
   Like the pine that seeks the blue,
Minnesota, still for thee
   Thy sons are strong and true.
From thy woods and waters fair,
   From thy prairies waving far,
At thy call they throng,
   With their shout and song,
Hailing thee their Northern Star.

INVOCATION

The Reverend W illiam P. Remington, B.S., D.D., Rector of
St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Minneapolis

ADDRESS—"The Efficiency of Democracy"

Theodore Gerald Soares, Ph.D., D.D., Professor of Homiletics and Religious Education and Head of the Department of Practical Theology, University of Chicago

SELECTION—"Blue Danube"..................................................Strauss
FIRST REGIMENT BAND

CONFERRING OF DEGREES

President George Edgar Vincent, Ph.D., LL.D.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF HONORS AND PRIZES

HYMN—"America"

My Country! 'tis of thee,  
Sweet land of liberty,  
Of thee I sing;  
Land where my fathers died!  
Land of the Pilgrims' pride,  
From every mountain side  
Let freedom ring!

My native Country, thee—  
Land of the noble, free—  
Thy name I love;  
I love thy rocks and rills,  
Thy woods and templed hills;  
My heart with rapture thrills  
Like that above.

Our fathers' God! to Thee,  
Author of liberty,  
To Thee we sing;  
Long may our land be bright  
With freedom's holy light;  
Protect us by Thy might,  
Great God, our King!

BENEDICTION

The Reverend Dr. William P. Remington

MARCH—"The Stars and Stripes Forever"..........................Sousa

First Regiment Band
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

THE COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, LITERATURE, AND THE ARTS

BACHELORS OF ARTS

EUGENE ACKERSON*        JAMES WESTPHAL CLARK*
ETHEL MURIEL AKINS       CLARA MARIE CLAUSSEN
FLORENCE CHARLOTTE ALLEN HERBERT CLEFTON
ESTHER ELIZABETH ANDERSON MARY RUTH COLBY
RUTH ELFIE ANDERSON      CHARLES WILLIAM COLE*
WALFRED ANDERSON         ADELAIDE BARBARA CONNERS
WALTER ADAMS ANDREWS     RICHARD ROWE COOK
HARRIET GARDNER ANUNSDEN LAURA CATHERINE COOKE
ROEZA CORNELIA APPEL     MARGARET EMILY COTTON
CORINNE ASK             SUSAN CRANDALL
JAMES BALLENTINE‡        ELMER JOHN CROFT*
LENA BANK               ETHEL MARIE CROSBY
GEORGIA MARIE BARKER     HOLLIS ANKENY CROSS‡
HELEN MINERVA BARKER     ALBERT JOHN DAHLBY
ROBERT BENNE‡            WALTER ALOYSIUS DALY
GENEVIEVE BERNHARDT      SARA DIXON
ESTHER MARIE BLASE       AMELIA MARY DOYLE
EMMA BOLT                LOUIS HALBERT DUNN
HARRIET ELIZABETH BOMSTA HOWARD OLIVER DYKMAN*
HARLOW HORACE BONNIWELL, Jr. ANNA MARGUERITE ELKEN
DIDKA BOTHNE            JULIA LOUISE ERIKSSON
GEORGE KENNEY BOWDEN     MILDRED MARGUERITE ESSWEIN
JAMES DENIS BOYLE*       THOMAS SABIN ESTREM
FLORENCE ESTELLE BRANDE  THOROLF GROTH EVENSEN*
MARTIN OSCAR BRANDON     ELIZABETH CORNELIA EWERT
HELEN JOSEPHINE BRIMEYER CONSTANCE FALSTAD
FLORENCE LORETTA BROKER  LUCY LAIR FARGO
MARY CATHERINE BROWN     ELSA FELDHAMMER
ANNA ELIZABETH BRUNSDALE LOUISA IRENE FENSTERMACHER
JAMES OLIVER BUSWELL, Jr.* GRACE EDITH FERGUSON
ELECTA MAY BYRNE         ISABEL FINLEY
KATHRYN VIRGINIA BYRON    VINCENT FITZGERALD*
GLADYS VIOLA CALLISTER   WILLIAM KERR FOSTER, LL.M.
MARGARET CAMMACK         ALICE MAY FULTON
SALLY ELIZABETH CARLSON  SAMUEL CHESTER GALE
RUTH CARROLL             MARGUERITE ELIZABETH GALLOWLY
CORA AGNES CLARA CEDERSTRAND ANNA LILLIAN GANSSE
MILDRED CHAMBERLAN        NELLIE ALMIRA GARRETT
HALBERT CARL CHRISTOFFERSON HELEN ADELE GARRIGUES

* Rendered a real service as adviser to freshmen during the year 1916-17.
‡ Now in the Army, Navy, or Ambulance Corps service.
ALICE GENGNAGEL
HAROLD COLLINS CENTER
THELMA ADELAINE GILES
PAUL SHAFFNER GILLESPIE
DOROTHY GOODNER
ALONZO GASKELL GRACE
MARION GRAY
MERRY GERTRUDE GREENWALD
HERBERT MARK GRIFFIN
NATALIA GRIFFIN
MOLLIE WELSH HALLORAN
ALICE HARKER
MAYBELLE ELIZABETH HARKER
JOHN EATON HARTIGAN
DAGMAR MATHILDE HASBERG
VICTOR PAUL HAUSER
HERMAN ELIOT HAYWARD
KENNETH CONNER HEALY
BERTHA LION HEILBRON
ESTHER MAE HENSE
MARY RUTH HILL
EDITH EDNEY HOFF
NORMAN ARNOLD HOLEN
HAZEL EVELYN HOLT
MAMIE THERESA HORGAN
FYVIE RAE HORNE
ETHEL LEOTA HOSKINS
ROBERTA HOSTETLER
CHARLES ELLSWORTH HUNTTING, Jr.
VERNON KING HURD
FRANCES PRYOR IRWIN
HELEN LORINDA JACK
ANNA JACOBS
JUDITH JACOBS
GERTRUDE JACOBSEN
FRANCES JECHLINGER
ALBERT JOHNSON
BEATRICE EMMA JOHNSON
CARL WILLIAM JOHNSON
EDITH BELLE JONES
ALFRED MARTIN JOYCE
MARGARET HELENA KELLY
OLAF REIDER KELLY
JAMES KERNAN
CARL HENRE KLAFFKE
HENRY KUHRMEYER
MILDRED HELEN LAMMERS
BEATRICE LARSON
NELLIE AMANDA LARSON
VERNE EDNA LARSON
HELEN HUNT LEAVITT
ABRAHAM LEVIN
ARTHUR HENRY LINDERMANN
LEAH EMMA LONDON
BESSIE CORALYNN LOWRY
DAVID LUNDBERG
RACHEL DE CAMP LYNN
HELEN ESTHER McBride
ANNA MARGARET McDoNALD
MYRTLE MADELINE McGRATH
FLORENCE FLINN McHale
CLAIRA LOUISE MacKENZIE
IRMA EVELYN McLACHLIN
HAROLD LEIGH McLeod
GLADYS McPEEK
MARY AGNES MAIER
LAWRENCE WALTER MARSHALL
MILDRED JOY MEKEL
ARTHUR HOMER MELIN
GORDON ELLSWORTH MERRILL
HELENE MARY MICHELL
FRANK LEROY MILLER
JENNIE HACHENBERG MILLS
HARRIET ESTHER MINOR
EDITH MITCHELL
LULA AMANDA MORN
MARY LOUISE MOSHER
LOLA MURIEL NAY
CARROLL NELSON
MARGARET ALICE NEWSOME
HELEN LOUISE NICOL
LOUISE FLORENCE NIPPERT
INGER NISSEN
ARTHUR HENRY NOBBS, D.D.S.
LUCILE NOBLE
JOSEPH LINDSAY NOLAN
CLARA NORDGARDEN
MILDRED O'CONNOR
EDITH ELIZABETH ODELL
ELEANOR OLDS
GUNTER ORSINGER
FRANCES HAVEN GAL OSTERGREN
MARGUERITE EUINICE OWEN
CLAYTON PALMER PACKARD
OSCAR PEANDER PEARSON
OSCAR EDWARD PEDERSON
ESTHER CHRISTINE PETER
CLAIRA VIOLA PETERSEN
IDA BERTHA PETRICH
OMAR TITUS PFEIFFER

* Rendered a real service as adviser to freshmen during the year 1916-17.
† Now in the Army, Navy, or Ambulance Corps service.
HELEN MEDBERY PIERCE
Gertrude Piper
Arthur Bensell Poole*
Oliver Stanley Powell*
Earl DeWitt Prudden*
Gladys Lorene Reker
Paul Reyerson*
Florence Ringoen
Einar Adolph Rogstad‡
Laureame Marguerite Roever
Ora Alice Savige
Julia Marie Seipel
Alma Josephine Sidnam
Sina Silrum
Franklin Skinner‡
Ethelyn Leone Slayton
Mary Boughton Smith
Mary Nathalie Smith
Theodore Ludwig Sogard‡
Edith Louise Speckman
Goldie La Pearl Stebbins
Catharine Lawrie Stevens
Paul Hayler Storm*
Francisca Strzemiełowska
Vahlborg Sund
Abel Bernhardt Swan‡
Bothilde Swanson
Charles Baxter Sweatt

Gertrude Clare Sweetman
Oscar Alvin Swensen
Phoebe Dorothy Swenson
Jack Tarbox
George Alfred Thiel
Faith Thompson
Donald Timerman*
Harriet Clare Toomey
James Emerson Troupe
Arnulf Ueland
Kathryn Jean Urquhart
Rosalie Vanasek
Clare Voelker
Margaret Wallace
Emma Fuller Waterman
Louise North Watkins
Stella May Webb
Ruby Beatrice Weedell
V'Loira Welch
Phana Otta Wernicke
Lillian Isabella Wetherald
Chester Eugene Whittier
Eleanor Charlotte Widell
Claude Alden Williams
Alonzo Wheelock Wilson*
Louise Janet Wittman
Kathryn Olive Wold
Frances Margaret Womack

BACHELORS OF ARTS

In Music

Frederick Arthur Cooke
Gladys Moriette
Grace Irene Nelson

BACHELORS OF SCIENCE

Ernest Raymond Alexander
James Bain Carey
Woodard Colby
Rudolf Lennard Crook
Donald Herbert Daniel
Georgiana De Jong
Frederick Henry Carl Dubbe
Clifford Thoren Ekelund
Swan Ericson
Herman Fasbender
Selmer Gausemel
Harold Leroy Goss
Manley Hewitt Haynes, Ph.M.

Stanley Hewitt Haynes, B.S. in Eng.
Frank Gustav Hedenstrom
Hillard Herman Holm
Charles Hymes
Hugh Toland Jones, B.A.
David Kadesky
William Aloysius Kennedy
Thomas James Kinsella
Herman John Kooiker
Clarence Myhren Larson
Charles Louis Lick
Algot Siegfried Lineer
Hymen Shalit Lippman

* Rendered a real service as adviser to freshmen during the year 1916-17.
‡ Now in the Army, Navy, or Ambulance Corps service.
THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURE

CIVIL ENGINEERS

Hjalmar Nels Bruce, B.S.
Charles Edward Doell, B.S.
Ralph Estes Johnston, B.S.
Ernest Weinke, B.S.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

Amos Herbert Abbott, B.S.
Evar Harry Blomberg, B.S.
Russell Irvin Butterworth, B.S.
William Gould Dow, B.S.
Philip Edelman, B.S.
Danforth King Gannett, B.S.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

Ira Leroy Johnson, B.S.
Chester Sherman Moody, B.S.
John Reid Ritchie, B.S.
Charles Wellington Stone, B.S.

BACHELORS OF SCIENCE

In Engineering

Edward Ignatius Andersen‡
Ward Edwin Becker
Charles Boehnlein
Ellsworth Robert Boyce
Irvin Boyum
Mark Brataas‡
Ernest Theodore Bros
Homer Leigh Brown
Avid Paul Carlson
Chauncy Martin Carlson

Arthur Gottfried Plankers
Charles Edward Proshek
Harold Edward Richardson
Leo Morton Schulman
Abraham Shedlov*
Joseph Michael Sprafka
Samuel Arthur Weisman
Oswald Silvanus Wyatt

Thomas Otto Young, B.S.

* Rendered a real service as adviser to freshmen during the year 1916-17.
‡ Now in the Army, Navy, or Ambulance Corps service.
ARTHUR GUSTAVE HOLMSTINE
FREDRIK WALDEMAR HVOSLEFF
ARTHUR RAY JACOBS
EDWIN FRANCIS JONES
EDWIN CHRISTIAN JUVrud
HARRY KNUTSON
VICTOR FRI.IOF LARSON
CLARENCE LILLY
HENNING LINDEN
WALTER DAVID LUPLOW
RONALD FLOYD LUXFORD
RAY McKIBBEN
AXEL LUDWIG MALMSTROM
EINAR CHRISTOPHER MElBY

JOHN HAYS MURRAY
OTIS STANLEY NELSON
CLARENCE MCKINLEY RADER
HERMAN WILLIAM RIEKMAN
ABRAHAM EDWARD ROSENBLOOM
WILLARD WARREN SCOTT
CLARENCE QUAST SWENSON
GEORGE WARNER SWENSON
DUANE LEROY TAYLOR
WILLIAM ALBERT THOMAS
PHILIP DORN TRYON
HERBERT HUGHLEY WHEELER
FREDERICK JOHN WILLIAMS
BENJAMIN SUTTON WILLIS

RAYMOND JOHN WOLFANGLE

BACHELORS OF SCIENCE
in Architecture

FLOYD WILSON BROWN
DONALD HENRY BUCKHOUT
HOWARD BERTRAM GILMAN
LINTON HERRMANN KREINKAMP

WALTER RITTER MIXER
GEORGE FREDERICK POULSEN
GEORGE HENRY PRUDDEN, JR.
GEORGE MARSH RIEDESEL

THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

BACHELORS OF SCIENCE:

Course in Agriculture

OLAF SVERRER AAMODT
FLOYD ROGERS ADAMS
EARL AIN BALLINGER
JEFFERSON SEARS BENNER
Dwight Whitney Benton
JAMES CHARLES BOWE
NORRIS KENNETH CARNES
MAYNARD HENRY COE
ARTHUR FERDINAND DAHLBERG
OKE ABRAHAM DAHLBERG
JOHN PEABODY DALE
VICTOR ALONZO DASH, JR.‡
FRANCIS LAURENCE DOHERTY
ALLEN WILLIAMS EDSON
CASPER TALMAGE FREDRICKSON
WALTER FRESEDT
FRED GAUMNITZ
EDWARD MATHIAS GILLIG
GEORGE ROGERS GLOTFELTER
ALFRED SMITH GRANT

REX EUGENE HARLAN
MALACHI LAWRENCE HARNEY
MAURICE WILTON HAYWARD
JAMES COURTENAY HENING
JESSE EDMUND HIBBARD
AXEL BERNHARD JOHNSON
EDWIN NATHANIEL JOHNSON
PERRY JOHNSON
ROBERT WALTER KAVEL
BENJAMIN ULRICH KIENHOLZ
LARS ARTHUR LUNDE
RICHARD ELBERT McKENNEY
GIBSON GILMORE MCKNEIGHT
FAYETTE JAMES MEADE
ANTON MIENEN
LAWRENCE BERTHOLD MILLER
HANS MARTIN MORCK
ELMER LEROY MOTT
JOHN FREDERICK MUELLER
CUTHBERT EDWARD MUNNS

‡ Now in the Army, Navy, or Ambulance Corps service.
BACHELORS OF SCIENCE
Course in Home Economics

MRS. WALTER ADAMS ANDREWS
Rebekah Cassandra Ball
Ellen McRae Campbell
Charlotte Eastman Chatfield
Louise Wood Clayton
Marie Cooper
Ethel Belle Crocker
Florence Eleanor Dahl
Irene Alice Dahl
NaiMe Cecelia Dahls trom
Ruth Almyra Josephine Dale
Margaret Salisbury Drew
Gertrude Elizabeth Falkenhagen
Florence Alberta Fallgatter
Martha Hansine Galchutt
Albertha Cecelia Gustafson
Esther Vivian Haugen
Priscilla Elizabeth Hough
Esther Johnson
Gertrude Marie Kay
Martha Lucy Kimball
Bertha Louise Klatt
Jennie Maude Miller
Marcella Emma Monasch
Julia Marion Oppegard
Ethel Cecelia Peterson

HELEN ALVINA PETERSON
Laura Marie Piemei sel
Laura Pinkerton
Laura Randall
Gertrude Catherine Reinhardt
Hazel Rockwood
Florence Marjorie Roth
Lillian Almina Ryberg
Alma Olivia Schmidt
Hazel Schoelkopf
Ethel Mavis Scott
Eunice Fillmore Smith
Dorotha Spriestersbach
Charlotte Stacy
Marion Phillips Stoddart
Susan Sophia Swella
Irene Eloise Tews
Ada Elizabeth Thornton
Onah Louise Thurston
Alice Tryon
Elizabeth Gale Tryon
Muriel Washburn
Mildred Weigley
Elizabeth Whitwell
Mary Louise Williams
Esther Alice Wood

† Now in the Army, Navy, or Ambulance Corps service.
THE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY

BACHELORS OF SCIENCE

John Duncan Burnes  Carl Frederick Forsberg
Lauren Steele Tuttle

THE LAW SCHOOL

BACHELORS OF LAWS

Harry Judson Acton  David London
Raymond Clarence Alley  Harold Leonard Lundquist
Charles Gustaf Anderson  Frank Ferdinand Michael
Albert Preston Baston‡  Arthur Behrenfeld Miller
Edwin Hamilton Chapman  William Campbell Moorhead
Edward Louis Cohen  Thomas O'Hearn, B.A.
Joseph Cohen  Charles Leroy Pegelow
Harold Clement Costello  Jay Bernard Peterson, B.A.
Andrew Harold Dahlberg  Oscar Peterson, B.A.
Charles Milby Dale, B.A.  Leland McLeod Pryor, B.A.
Harry William Davis  Walter Davis Shelly†
Edwin Gotfred Erlandson  Francis Herbert Stadsvold
Paul William Frenzel  Joseph Dennis Sullivan, B.A.
Alfred LeRoy Gausewitz, B.A.  John Lewis Townley, Jr.
Otis Hickman Godfrey, B.A.  Leonard Alfred Wilson
Norman John Hauge, B.A.  Donald Arthur Young
William Carl Johnson  Lyle Edwin Zumwinkle

THE MEDICAL SCHOOL

DOCTORS OF MEDICINE

Allen Tindolph Agnew‡  Charles Joseph Hutchinson, B.A.‡
Frank Joseph Anderson, B.S.‡  William Roscoe Jepson, B.S.‡
Einar Cornelius Andreassen, B.S.‡  Arthur Larson, B.S.‡
Robert Laing Christie, B.S.‡  Boles Albert Rosenthal, B.A.‡
George Maurice Constans, B.A., B.S.‡  Samuel Bernhardt Solhaug, B.A., B.S.‡
Everett Kinne Geer, B.S.‡  Adolph Gustave Sund, B.S.‡
William Henry Wallace Holley, B.S.‡  Chester Orlo Tanner, B.S.‡

CERTIFICATES

The following students, having completed the four years of study prescribed by the Medical School, will receive the degree of Doctor of Medicine upon the completion of a year as intern in an approved hospital, or of one year's work in an approved laboratory, or of one year's work in an approved school of public health.

† Degree conferred in advance in view of enlistment.
‡ Now in the Army, Navy, or Ambulance Corps service.
ALLEN RICHARD ANDERSON, B.S.
Oscar John Reuben Freed, B.S.
Harold Leroy Goss
Otto Andrew Groeber, B.S.
Charles King Holmes, Ph.B.
Rolf Hovde, B.S.
John Asdal Kittelson, B.S.
William Winfred Klima, B.S.
Albert Marinius Larson, B.A.
John Aloysius Lepak, B.S.
George Le Roy Merkert, B.S.
Herbert August Molander, B.S.

Cecile Rose Moriarty, B.S.
Gustaf Theodore Nordin, B.S.
Clara Adams Nutting, B.S.
Fritz Richard Pearson, B.S.
Charles Edward Proshek
Jake Arthur Riegel, B.A., B.S.
Howard Lee Sargeant, B.S.
Ray Llewellyn Schutt
Morse Joseph Shapiro, B.S.
Millard Ferdinand Smith, B.S.
Edwin Oscar Swanson
Floren Vaughn, B.A.

GRADUATES IN NURSING

Margaret Dunn
Eva Hasle
Celia Evelyn Joach
Esther Olava Jorstad
Mabel Amanda Knutson

Katherine Adella Price
Mary Grace Redpath
Ella Smitka
Agnes Estelle Vollbrecht
Katharine Ruth Vos
Anne Margaret Watland

THE COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY

DOCTORS OF DENTAL SURGERY

Walter James Abell
Leroy Clifford Andersen
Louis Bergeresen
Ingvald Gerhard Bergh
Jacob Victor Birnberg
August Theodore Bodien
Abe Borovsky
Frank Theodore Brink
Erwin Frederic Bruss
John Edwin Buehler
David Reginald Chisholm
Michael Jeda Cohler
Daniel Nelson Colburn
John Emmet Connell
George Wilford Cook
Beatrice Eva Danz
Hymen Abraham Diamond
Laurence Malcolm Durfee
Stanley Monoque Farrell
Graham Bertrand Fee
Edgar Arthur Fossum
Leonard Cornelius Gabrielson
Herbert Elroy Gardner
Donald Geddes
Magnus Gerde

Cecil William Girvin
Arthur Peder Hansen
Elmer Leonard Hanson, B.A.
Frederick William Harper
Rolf Peter John Hartig
Joseph Isadore Hartwig
Walter Kirkland Haven
Clifford James Healy
Lambert Manvil Hendricks
Max Rudolph Herrmann
Harold Chester Hillmann
Herbert Alexander Holglund
Houghton Holliday, B.A.
Walter Gustave Iverson
Roy Magnus Jernall
Roy Johnson
Dagny Ingeborg Just
Edward James Kubesh
Emmet Gordon Leighton
Ray Bunnell LeMay
Clarence Liljeheki
Clifford Orlando Lindelien
Robert William Linquist
Morell Dion McKenzie
Richard Meintsma
THE SCHOOL OF MINES

ENGINEERS OF MINES

Edwin Hilmer Anderson
Charles Ernest Buresch
Thomas Edward Cassilly
Richard Clarence Dennis

James Lawrence Dopp†
William Harold Elson
Omer Francis Ernster
Edward James Fearing

John Joseph Woodruff

ENGINEERS OF MINES

In Geology

Lewis Samuel Coryell
William Earle Hubbard

Arville Irving Levorsen
Edwin Arthur Sweetman

Carleton Wallace†

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER

Paul Arthur Peterson

THE COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

GRADUATES IN PHARMACY

Leonard Arthur Berg
Karl Eugene Blaser†

Archie Harold Carlson
Jerome Edward Cyzmanick

† Degree conferred in advance in view of enlistment.
‡ Now in the Army, Navy, or Ambulance Corps service.
THE SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY

CHEMICAL ENGINEER

ALEXANDER DEWEY BELL, B.S.

BACHELORS OF SCIENCE

Foster Alonzo Burningham
Aaron Domovsky
William Higburg
Ward Edward Kuentzel

Oscar Wilhelm V. D. Luft
Frank Dufresne Strong‡
Frederick MacLeod Washburn
Gideon Widell

BACHELORS OF SCIENCE

In Chemistry

Benjamin Irving Corson
Samuel Wallace Durham
Lawrence Rudolf Eckman, B.A.
Walter Egge

Benjamin Markus
Horace Sinclair Marr
Olive Wadleigh Marshall
Jay Clyde Owens

Olaf Selmer Rask, B.A.

THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

BACHELORS OF ARTS

In Education

Sven Anderson Aas
Marjorie Bacher
Rose Claire Becker
Louis Victor Bergtold

Arthur Bernhard Bjornstad‡
Jane Burklee
James Francis Burns
Hanphyn Theodore Carlson

† Degree conferred in advance in view of enlistment.
‡ Now in the Army, Navy, or Ambulance Corps service.
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
MASTERS OF ARTS

MATILDA VICTORINE BAILLIF
B.A. '09, Minnesota
Major, Education
Minor, Psychology
Thesis, An Educational Diagnosis of Minneapolis Seventh Grade Children by Means of Standard Educational Tests

ORPHA LUCETTA BISSELL
B.A. '09, Wisconsin
Major, History
Minor, Rhetoric
Thesis, The Activities of the American Fur Company

HELEN LOUISE BLAKE
B.A. '13, Fargo
Major, English
Minor, German
Thesis, A Study of the Form and Method of Satire in the Poetry of the Age of Dryden

ALDEN A AUGUSTA CARLSON
B.A. in Educ. '15, Minnesota
Major, English
Minor, Rhetoric
Thesis, The Influence of the Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg upon the Personality, Philosophy, and Works of William Blake

LOUISE THERESE DOSDALL
B.A. '16, Minnesota
Major, Botany
Minor, Plant Pathology
Thesis, Water Requirements and Adaptation of Equisetum

* Rendered a real service as adviser to freshmen during the year 1916-17.
HARRY NORTON FITCH  
B.A. '15, North Dakota  
Major, Education  
Minor, Psychology  
Thesis, An Educational Diagnosis of Minneapolis Sixth Grade Children by Means of Standard Educational Tests

DOROTHY HEINEMANN  
B.A. '16, Minnesota  
Major, History  
Minor, Political Science  
Thesis, Germany's Policy in the Far East, Especially since 1890

CHARLES CULLOM GAULT  
B.A. '14, Randolph-Macon  
Major, Physiology  
Minor, Anatomy  
Thesis, The Influence of the Vagus Nerves on Respiration

LILLIAN HELMS  
B.A. '09, Carleton  
Major, English  
Minor, Sociology  
Thesis, Conscious and Unconscious Technique in the Fiction of Sir Walter Scott

ORVILLE ALMON GEORGE  
B.A. '16, Minnesota  
Major, Mathematics  
Minor, Physics  
Thesis, On the Radial Curve in General and Its Application to the Conic Sections

PEDRO HENRÍQUEZ-UREÑA  
B.L. '01, Santo Domingo  
LLB. '14, National University of Mexico  
Major, Romance Languages  
Minor, English  
Thesis, The Irregular Stanza in the Spanish Poetry of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries

RALPH HAEFNER  
B.A. '16, Minnesota  
Major, Comparative Philology  
Minor, German  
Thesis, The Question of Spelling Reform

FRANCES HICKS  
B.A. '07, Minnesota  
Major, Latin  
Minor, History  
Thesis, The Roman Senate under the Early Empire

HARRY DOOR HARPER  
B.A. '15, Minnesota  
Major, Economics  
Minor, Anthropology  
Thesis, An Accounting System for the Retail General Store

KARL JOHN HOLZINGER  
B.A. '15, Minnesota  
Major, Mathematics  
Minor, Physics  

CLARA ELLIDA HEGG  
B.L. '08, Wisconsin  
Major, English  
Minor, Norwegian  
Thesis, The Relation of The Taming of the Shrew and The Taming of a Shrew

THEODORE MARTIN JANSSSEN  
B.A. '05, Wartburg  
Major, German  
Minor, Comparative Philology  
Thesis, Das Dramatische in H. von Kleists Novellen
JENS PETER JENSEN  
B.A. '13, Dakota Wesleyan  
Major, Economics  
Minor, Sociology  
Thesis, Coöperative Marketing of Livestock in the United States with Special Reference to the Distribution of Returns and Costs

CLARA BELLE LEET  
B.A. '05, Allegheny  
Major, History  
Minor, Education  
Thesis, An Historical Study of the Palatine Hill and Its Relation to Ancient Rome

ENRIQUE JIMÉNEZ  
B.L. '09, LL.B. '14, National University of Mexico  
Major, Romance Languages  
Minor, English  
Thesis, The Sonnet in the Comedies of Lope de Vega

GORM LOFTFIELD  
B.A. '15, Minnesota  
Major, Botany  
Minor, Plant Pathology  
Thesis, The Effect of Physical Factors upon Petalostemon purpureus and Petalostemon candidus

HERBERT GLENN KENAGY  
B.S. in Educ., B.A. '16, Missouri  
Major, Economics  
Minor, Sociology  
Thesis, The Public Employment Office—a Type Study with Special Reference to Minneapolis Conditions

FRANCES ERMA LOWELL  
B.A. '15, Minnesota  
Major, Psychology  
Minor, Education  
Thesis, Children’s Association Frequency Tables

JOHN KIERZEK  
B.A. '13, Carleton  
Major, English  
Minor, Rhetoric  
Thesis, The Culmination and Decline of the Corpus Christi Plays in England

JOHN CHARNLEY MCKINLEY  
B.S. '15, Minnesota  
Major, Anatomy  
Minor, Pathology  

JOHN ASDAL KITTELSON  
B.S. '13, Beloit  
Major, Anatomy  
Minor, Pathology  
Thesis, The Postnatal Growth of the Kidney in the Albino Rat

GRACE JANE LOVELL MAY  
B.A. '04, Minnesota  
Major, English  
Minor, Rhetoric  

WILLIAM FREDERICK KRAUSHAAR  
B.A. '05, Wartburg  
Major, German  
Minor, Comparative Philology  
Thesis, Die Gestaltendarstellung in den Novellen Gottfried Kellers

GUY CARSON MILLER  
B.A. '14, Leander Clark  
Major, Education  
Minor, Psychology  
Thesis, Finance in City Schools
Wanda Norina Orton  
B.A. '15, Minnesota  
Major, Education  
Minor, English  
Thesis, A History of Latin and English Entrance Requirements at Harvard University, 1846-1915

Max Peter Rapacz  
B.A. '16, Minnesota  
Major, Political Science  
Minor, History  
Thesis, Public Utility Franchises in Minneapolis

Eleanor Frances Raymond  
Ph.B. '14, Wisconsin  
Major, History  
Minor, Education  

Grace Evaleen Richards  
B.A. in Educ. '10, Minnesota  
Major, English  
Minor, Rhetoric  
Thesis, Shakespeare and the Conventional Use of Prose in Elizabethan Drama

Morris Roberts  
B.A. '16, Minnesota  
Major, English  
Minor, Romance Languages  
Thesis, A Series of Latin Hymns, De Tempore, with Middle English Paraphrases

Oswald Rognley  
B.A. '15, St. Olaf  
Major, Physics  
Minor, Mathematics  
Thesis, The Effect on the Intensity of the X-Ray Spectrum Lines of Magnetizing the Reflecting Crystal

Eleanor Norcross Shenehon  
B.A. '14, Minnesota  
Major, Romance Languages  
Minor, Education  
Thesis, Théophile Gautier and the "Roman Comique"

Sister Eugenia Maginnis  
B.A. '15, St. Catherine  
Major, Latin  
Minor, English  
Thesis, The Four Dramas of Roswitha, a Nun of the Tenth Century

Ralph Sylvester Underwood  
B.A. '16, Minnesota  
Major, Astronomy  
Minor, Physics  
Thesis, An Investigation of the Proper Motion of Faint Stars near Sirius

Gustaf Leopold Van Roosbroeck  
B.A. '09, Brussels  
Major, Romance Languages  
Minor, German  
Thesis, The Mélière of Pierre Corneille

Ruth Wilson  
B.A. '16, Minnesota  
Major, English  
Minor, Rhetoric  
Thesis, Miracles of Our Lady in Middle English Verse

Marion Woodward  
B.A. '15, Wells  
Major, Romance Languages  
Minor, History  
Thesis, A Comparison of the Phèdre of Racine and of Pradon
MASTERS OF SCIENCE

HENRY RAY ALDRICH
B.S. '14, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Major, Economic Geology
Minor, Petrology
Thesis, The Enrichment of Nickel Ores

EVERETT HAISLEY DOHERTY
B.S. '11, Earlham
Major, Agricultural Chemistry
Minor, Plant Physiology
Thesis, A Physico-chemical Study of the Gluten of Strong and Weak Flours

VERA BARROWS
B.A. '06, Minnesota
Major, Chemistry
Minor, Botany
Thesis, An Indirect Method for the Determination of Fat and Phospholipines in Hops, and a Comparison of the Amount of These Constituents in Oregon with That in Austrian Hops

MYRON AMOS DRESSER
B.A. '16, Minnesota
Major, Petrology
Minor, Geology

CLARENCE CARLETON BAUSMAN
B.A. '16, Minnesota
Major, Botany
Minor, Plant Pathology

DELLA GAY DRIPS
B.A. '07, Wisconsin
Major, Pathology
Minor, Physiology
Thesis, Studies on the Ovary of the Spermophile; with Special Reference to the Corpus Luteum

EDGAR BERNARD BROSSARD
B.S. '11, Utah Agricultural College
Major, Farm Management
Minor, Agricultural Economics
Thesis, Important Factors in the Operation of Irrigated Farms

YUE CHOR FONG
B.S. '12, Nanyang
Major, Electrical Engineering
Minor, Mathematics and Mechanics
Thesis, A Study of the Operating Characteristics of the Audion

ARTHUR ROSSON CADE
B.S. '15, Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Major, Chemistry
Minor, Pharmacology
Thesis, Contributions to Our Knowledge of Carminic Acid

RALPH JOHN GARBER
B.S. '12, Illinois
Major, Farm Crops
Minor, Soils
Thesis, A Study of the Relation between Endosperm of the Seed and Resultant Characters as Found in a Variety of Wheat

EGERTON LAFAYETTE CRISPIN
Ph.B. '02, Illinois
M.D. '06, Johns Hopkins
Major, Medicine
Minor, Roentgenology
Thesis, Clinical Studies in Abdominal Disorders

ANANT MADHAV GURJAR
B.S. '11, Utah Agricultural College
Major, Agricultural Chemistry
Minor, Soils
Thesis, Studies in the Respiration of Stored Wheat
FLOYD EDWARD JOYCE  
B.A. '12, Iowa  
Major, Organic Chemistry  
Minor, Physiological Chemistry  
Thesis, Thermal Decomposition of Silver Salts of Phenol Containing More than One Kind of Halogen

HUGO RINGSTROM  
B.A. '14, B.S. in Chem. '15, Minnesota  
Major, Chemistry  
Minor, Agricultural Chemistry  

WALTER McCLELLAN LAUER  
B.A. '13, Ursinus College  
Major, Chemistry  
Minor, Metallography  
Thesis, An Investigation of Wood Oil

ERNEST GEORGE ROTH  
B.S. in Agr. '16, Minnesota  
Major, Soils  
Minor, Chemistry  
Thesis, The Character of the Peat Soils of Anoka County

FRANCIS BARThOLOMew McMAHON  
B.S. '11, Wisconsin  
M.D. '13, Pennsylvania  
Major, Surgery  
Minor, Pathology  
Thesis, Primary Pulmonary Carcinoma and Its Roentgen Diagnosis

SHINJIRO SATO  
B.S. '15, State College of Washington  
Major, Agricultural Chemistry  
Minor, Soils  
Thesis, The Recovery of Indigo from Polygonum Tinctora and Methods of Purification of Crude Indigo

FRANCIS WInfred Peck  
B.S. in Agr. '12, Minnesota  
Major, Farm Management  
Minor, Agricultural Economics  
Thesis, Factors of Cost in Meat Production

LILLIAN MARIE SEYFRIED  
B.A. '15, Minnesota  
Major, Organic Chemistry  
Minor, Physiological Chemistry  
Thesis, The Action of Iodine on Sodium Trichlorphenolate

WILLIAM EARL PETERSEN  
B.S. in Agr. '16, Minnesota  
Major, Dairy and Animal Husbandry  
Minor, Veterinary Science  
Thesis, Factors Influencing Production as Deduced from the Register of Merit

WILLIAM MOSES SHAW  
B.S. '16, Minnesota  
Major, Soils  
Minor, Chemistry  
Thesis, Indicators of the Lime Requirement of Soils

DOROTHY FOSTER PETTIBONE  
B.S. '15, Wisconsin  
Major, Pathology  
Minor, Bacteriology  
Thesis, Factors in Coagulation in Certain Pathologic Conditions

ANNA WEN'TZ  
B.A. '11, Minnesota  
Major, Botany  
Minor, Economic Entomology  
Thesis, A Morphological Study of Some Little-known Forms of Pacific Algae
DOCTORS OF PHILOSOPHY

JULIUS BORAAS
B.L. '95, M.L. '98, Minnesota
Major, Education
Minor, Psychology
Thesis, Formal English Grammar and the Practical Mastery of English

THOMAS MONTEITH BRODERICK
B.A. '13, Minnesota
M.S. '14, Wisconsin
Major, Geology
Minor, Analytical Chemistry

ELMER ANSON DANIELS
B.S. '12, M.S. '13, Minnesota
Major, Organic Chemistry
Minor, Bacteriology
Thesis, The Action of Butyl Chloral on Benzene and Its Homologues in the Presence of Aluminum Chloride

DONALD FOLSOM
B.A. '12, Nebraska
M.A. '14, Minnesota
Major, Botany
Minor, Agricultural Chemistry
Thesis, The Experimental Modification of Ranunculus under Control

PAUL DARWIN FOOTE
B.A. '09, M.A. '11, Western Reserve
Major, Physics
Minor, Mathematics
Thesis, Some Characteristics of the Marvin Pyrheliometer

FRANCES LOUISE LONG
B.A. '06, B.S. '06, Nebraska
M.A. '13, Minnesota
Major, Botany
Minor, Plant Pathology

JULIUS BORAAS
B.L. '95, M.L. '98, Minnesota
Major, Education
Minor, Psychology
Thesis, Formal English Grammar and the Practical Mastery of English

THOMAS MONTEITH BRODERICK
B.A. '13, Minnesota
M.S. '14, Wisconsin
Major, Geology
Minor, Analytical Chemistry

ELMER ANSON DANIELS
B.S. '12, M.S. '13, Minnesota
Major, Organic Chemistry
Minor, Bacteriology
Thesis, The Action of Butyl Chloral on Benzene and Its Homologues in the Presence of Aluminum Chloride

DONALD FOLSOM
B.A. '12, Nebraska
M.A. '14, Minnesota
Major, Botany
Minor, Agricultural Chemistry
Thesis, The Experimental Modification of Ranunculus under Control

PAUL DARWIN FOOTE
B.A. '09, M.A. '11, Western Reserve
Major, Physics
Minor, Mathematics
Thesis, Some Characteristics of the Marvin Pyrheliometer

FRANCES LOUISE LONG
B.A. '06, B.S. '06, Nebraska
M.A. '13, Minnesota
Major, Botany
Minor, Plant Pathology

MARIE CAROLINE LYLE
B.A. '11, M.A. '12, Minnesota
Major, English
Minor, Comparative Philology
Thesis, The Original Identity of the York and Towneley Cycles

EDGAR KIRKE SOPER
B.A. '08, M.A. '14, Leland Stanford
Major, Economic Geology
Minor, Geology
Thesis, The Origin, Occurrence, and Uses of Minnesota Peat

HARVEY STALLARD
Ph.B. '09, Ottawa
Major, Botany
Minor, Chemistry
Thesis, Secondary Successions in the Climax Formations in Northern Minnesota

CHESTER ARTHUR STEWART
B.A. '14, Missouri
M.A. '15, Minnesota
Major, Anatomy
Minor, Pathology
Thesis, Studies on the Effects of Inanition upon Growth in the Albino Rat

WILLIAM DORNEY VALLEAU
B.S. '13, Minnesota
Major, Horticulture
Minor, Plant Pathology
Thesis, A Study of Sterility in the Strawberry
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

In Surgery

GOLDER LEWIS McWHORTER
B.S. '11, Chicago
M.D. '13, Rush Medical
Major, Surgery
Minor, Anatomy
Thesis, Some Clinical and Experimental Observations on Gastric Acidity

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

RALPH EDWIN MORRIS
M.D. '02, Colorado
Major, Experimental Medicine
Minor, Experimental Pharmacology
Thesis, The Graphic Recording of Reflexes, Clonus, and Tremors

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

In Neurology

HENRY WILLIAM WOLTSMANN
B.S. '11, M.D. '13, Minnesota
Major, Neurology
Minor, Pathology
Thesis, The Brain Changes Associated with Pernicious Anemia

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

In Pediatrics

ROOD TAYLOR
M.D. '10, Michigan
Major, Pediatrics
Minor, Chemistry
Thesis, Hunger in Infants
HONORS AND PRIZES

HONORS

THE WESTERN INTERCOLLEGIATE CONFERENCE MEDAL
JOSEPH MICHAEL SPRAFKA

THE ALUMNI WEEKLY GOLD MEDAL
VINCENT FITZGERALD

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS MEDAL
DONALD HENRY BUCKHOUT

HONOR GRADUATES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENT TO BE REPORTED TO THE ADJUTANT GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY AND THE ADJUTANT GENERAL OF THE MINNESOTA NATIONAL GUARD

Cadet Major
Gunther Orsinger

Cadet Captains
ADDISON HENRY DOUGLASS
HENNING LINDEN
WALTER DAVID LUPLOW
LAWRENCE WALTER MARSHALL

Elmer LeRoy Mott
Donald Timerman
Mark Milton Serum
Philip Dorn Tryon

Cadet First Lieutenant
Elmer John Croft

HONORS IN PUBLIC SPEAKING

VINCENT FITZGERALD

OMAR TITUS PFEIFFER

THE EINAR HOIDALE PUBLIC SPEAKING CERTIFICATES

GEORGE KENNEY BOWDEN
VINCENT FITZGERALD
PAUL JAROSCAK, A. '18

FRANCES ELIZABETH KELLEY
PAUL KERFOOT, L. '19
DAVID LUNDEEN, L. '18
LESLIE MORSE, L. '18
DEGREE WITH DISTINCTION

In History
Edith Belle Jones

DEGREES WITH HONORS

In Animal Biology
George Alfred Thiel

In Economics
Oliver Stanley Powell

In History
Gertrude Jacobsen

In Political Science
Faith Thompson

In Romance Languages
Eugene Ackerson

In History
Gertrude Huntley

MINNEAPOLIS COLLEGE WOMAN’S CLUB SCHOLARSHIP

Esther Swanson, A. ’18

ST. PAUL COLLEGE WOMAN’S CLUB SCHOLARSHIPS

Cora Emily Houghton, A. ’18
Katherine Evaline Fobes, A. ’18

MINNEAPOLIS WOMEN’S SCHOLARSHIPS

Winifred Bailey, A. ’19
Annette Reynaud, A. ’20

Gudrun Gabrielsen, A. ’19
Cora Northey, A. ’18

Jemima Olson, A. ’18

THE WOMEN’S SELF-GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP

Gertrude Huntley, A. ’19

THE MOSES MARSTON SCHOLARSHIP

Muriel Fairbanks, A. ’18

THE ALBERT HOWARD SCHOLARSHIP

Morgan Evan Roberts, B.S. ’17, Wisconsin
THE CLASS OF 1890 SCHOLARSHIP
Dorothy Heinemann, B.A. '16, Minnesota

THE SHEVLIN SCHOLARSHIP
Julius Nolte, B.A. '17, Yale

THE SHEVLIN FELLOWSHIPS
Science, Literature, and the Arts
Gwen Ann Jones, B.A. '09, Bryn Mawr
Agriculture
John Joseph Wagner
Medicine
Martin Daniel Ott, B.A. '13, Missouri
Chemistry
Seraphim Joseph Reichert, B.A. '15, Miami

PRIZES
THE BRIGGS PRIZE IN FOUNDRY PRACTICE
First Place
Arthur Perry Peterson, E. '19
Second Place
Richard Hall Olson, E. '19

THE ROLLIN E. CUTTS PRIZE IN SURGERY
William Roscoe Jepson

THE FRANK H. PEAVEY PRIZE
First Place
Leon Nacht, A. '19
Second Place
Saul Averil Yaeger, A. '19
Third Place
Cecil William Johnson, A. '19
THE LUPDEN TRUST PRIZE

First Place

Leon Nacht, A. '19

Second Place

Daniel Holland Bessessen, A. '19

Third Place

Margaret Miriam Labovitz, A. '20

THE JOHN S. PILLSBURY PRIZE

First Place

Frances Elizabeth Kelley

Second Place

Paul Abrahamson, A. '18

Third Place

Vincent Fitzgerald

THE JOURNAL PRIZE FOR HISTORICAL ESSAYS

First Place

Gertrude Jacobsen

Second Place

Edith Belle Jones

THE '89 MEMORIAL PRIZE IN HISTORY

Faith Thompson

Thesis, Women's Work and Women's Rights in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries

THE AMERICAN LAW BOOK COMPANY PRIZE

Charles Milby Dale, B.A.

THE EDWIN AMES JAGGARD PRIZE

Harold Clement Costello

THE WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN PRIZE

Eugene Ackerson
DEGREES AND HONORS CONFERRED
SINCE JUNE 8, 1916

BACHELORS OF ARTS

Lawrence Rudolf Eckman  Ida Lyness
Hazel Adele Holt  Esther Myrah
Arthur Hustad  Henrietta Prindle
Agatha Lunde  Dorothy Johanna Schaffnit
Olive Fay Shumway

In Music
Gladys Rogers Jenness

In Education

Edith Bezanson  Malvina de Camp
Peter Breden  Ruda Maud Irele
Rebecca Ruth Brown  Grace Moonan
Clara Kathleen Carney  William Kelly Norris
Lulu Cummins  Clare Young

BACHELORS OF SCIENCE

Wyman Charles Cole  Donald McCarthy
Lynn Araunah Fullerton  Fritz Pearson
Joseph Gamble  Jake Arthur Riegel
William Winthrop Hall  William Robert Reinhardt
John LeRoy Haskins  Carl Swendsen
Rolf Hovde  Hjalmar Sybilrud
Harry Tilden Kennedy  John Wallinga

Course in Agriculture

Arthur Engebretson  Reuben Nathaniel Johnson

Course in Home Economics

Elizabeth Mary Gibling  Josephine Swenson
Ethel Mealy  Maude Erma Williams

DOCTORS OF MEDICINE

Lynn Araunah Fullerton  Lyle Roberts

GRADUATE IN NURSING

Emily Compton Covert
DOCTORS OF DENTAL SURGERY

George Vernon Butler  
Milburn John Cary  
Casper Dahl  
Arthur Huderle  
Walter James Kennedy  
Palmers Leonard Peterson  
Milton Addison Price  
Edward Michael Ryan  
Thomas Emmet Sullivan  
Frank Emil Tibesar

ENGINEER OF MINES

Harry Hartwick Nord

GRADUATES IN PHARMACY

Louis Gauthier  
Frank Johnson  
Raymond Smith  
Bernard John Witte

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Charles Palmer  
D.D.M. '12, Ohio State University.  
Major, Physiology  
Minor, Physiological Chemistry  
Thesis, Thyroidectomy in the Pig

THE ROLLIN E. CUTTS PRIZE IN SURGERY

John Halgren  
Thesis, Free Transplant of Omentum